Introduction and guidance

This item contains selected online content. It is for use alongside, not as a replacement for the module website, which
is the primary study format and contains activities and resources that cannot be replicated in the printed versions.

About this free course
This free course provides a sample of level 1 study in Health and wellbeing
www.open.ac.uk/courses/find/health-and-wellbeing
This version of the content may include video, images and interactive content that may not be optimised
for your device.
You can experience this free course as it was originally designed on OpenLearn, the home of free
learning from The Open University:
www.open.edu/openlearn/health-sports-psychology/exploring-sport-coaching-and-psychology/contentsection-overview.
There you’ll also be able to track your progress via your activity record, which you can use to
demonstrate your learning.
Copyright © 2017 The Open University
Copyright © 2017 The Open University
Intellectual property
Unless otherwise stated, this resource is released under the terms of the Creative Commons Licence
v4.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/deed.en_GB. Within that The Open University
interprets this licence in the following way:
www.open.edu/openlearn/about-openlearn/frequently-asked-questions-on-openlearn. Copyright and
rights falling outside the terms of the Creative Commons Licence are retained or controlled by The Open
University. Please read the full text before using any of the content.
We believe the primary barrier to accessing high-quality educational experiences is cost, which is why
we aim to publish as much free content as possible under an open licence. If it proves difficult to release
content under our preferred Creative Commons licence (e.g. because we can’t afford or gain the
clearances or find suitable alternatives), we will still release the materials for free under a personal enduser licence.
This is because the learning experience will always be the same high quality offering and that should
always be seen as positive – even if at times the licensing is different to Creative Commons.
When using the content you must attribute us (The Open University) (the OU) and any identified author in
accordance with the terms of the Creative Commons Licence.
The Acknowledgements section is used to list, amongst other things, third party (Proprietary), licensed
content which is not subject to Creative Commons licensing. Proprietary content must be used (retained)
intact and in context to the content at all times.
The Acknowledgements section is also used to bring to your attention any other Special Restrictions
which may apply to the content. For example there may be times when the Creative Commons NonCommercial Sharealike licence does not apply to any of the content even if owned by us (The Open
University). In these instances, unless stated otherwise, the content may be used for personal and noncommercial use.
We have also identified as Proprietary other material included in the content which is not subject to
Creative Commons Licence. These are OU logos, trading names and may extend to certain
photographic and video images and sound recordings and any other material as may be brought to your
attention.
Unauthorised use of any of the content may constitute a breach of the terms and conditions and/or
intellectual property laws.
We reserve the right to alter, amend or bring to an end any terms and conditions provided here without
notice.
All rights falling outside the terms of the Creative Commons licence are retained or controlled by The
Open University.
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Introduction and guidance

Introduction and guidance
This free badged course, Exploring sport coaching and psychology, lasts 24 hours, with 8
‘sessions’. You can work through the course at your own pace, so if you have more time
one week there is no problem with pushing on to complete a further study session. The
eight sessions are linked to ensure a logical flow through the course. They are:
1.

Exploring sporting success

2.

Coaching children: enhancing fun and friendships

3.

Guiding teenagers towards success and life

4.

Comparing international level coaches

5.

Mindset and attitudes towards sport and learning

6.

Psychological skills for life and sport

7.

A fresh look at coaching

8.

The future of coaching: technological influences

This course will develop your confidence and skills for online study, whether this is to
explore sport topics or part of your preparation for other study.
You’ll start by thinking about your own beliefs about success in sport or fitness and
develop your understanding of how coaching and psychology contribute to that success.
You’ll identify some key coaching decisions that are made with children, leading on
towards exploring some principles useful in guiding teenagers and then some of the
practices of adult coaches working with international teams. These coaching insights are
then combined with exploring the main psychological aspects of sport which often apply to
life in general (e.g. handling pressure). You’ll conclude by thinking about what the future
might hold in coaching and exercise. All these aspects will be explained, so don’t worry if
they seem unfamiliar at the moment. There are vivid video and audio case study
examples to help with this and you’ll get plenty of opportunities to demonstrate your new
understanding and practise your study skills.
Part of this practice will be the interactive quizzes, of which Sessions 4 and 8 will provide
you with an opportunity to earn a badge to demonstrate your new skills. You can read
more on how to study the course and about badges in the next sections.
After completing this course, you will be able to:
●

outline the influences of, and links between, sport coaching and psychology for those
developing their abilities in sport

●

describe different aspects of effective coaching and the way in which a coach may
influence young people and adults

●

compare the psychological characteristics used in sporting careers to those you
might need to shape your own future

●

reflect on your own sport or fitness behaviours, beliefs and practices and identify
useful next steps for further development

●

understand and be confident in your ability to study online.
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Moving around the course
In the ‘Summary’ at the end of each session, you will find a link to the next session. If at
any time you want to return to the start of the course, click on ‘Full course description’.
From here you can navigate to any part of the course.
It’s also good practice, if you access a link from within a course page (including links to the
quizzes), to open it in a new window or tab. That way you can easily return to where
you’ve come from without having to use the back button on your browser.

What is a badged course?
While studying Exploring sport coaching and psychology you have the option to work
towards gaining a digital badge.
Badged courses are a key part of The Open University’s mission to promote the
educational wellbeing of the community. The courses also provide another way of helping
you to progress from informal to formal learning.
Completing a course will require about 24 hours of study time. However, you can study
the course at any time and at a pace to suit you.
Badged courses are available on The Open University’s OpenLearn website and do not
cost anything to study. They differ from Open University courses because you do not
receive support from a tutor, but you do get useful feedback from the interactive quizzes.

What is a badge?
Digital badges are a new way of demonstrating online that you have gained a skill.
Colleges and universities are working with employers and other organisations to develop
open badges that help learners gain recognition for their skills, and support employers to
identify the right candidate for a job.
Badges demonstrate your work and achievement on the course. You can share your
achievement with friends, family and employers, and on social media. Badges are a great
motivation, helping you to reach the end of the course. Gaining a badge often boosts
confidence in the skills and abilities that underpin successful study. So, completing this
course could encourage you to think about taking other courses.

How to get a badge
Getting a badge is straightforward! Here’s what you have to do:
●

read each session of the course

●

score 50% or more in the two badge quizzes in Session 4 and Session 8.

For all the quizzes, you can have three attempts at most of the questions (for true or false
type questions you usually only get one attempt). If you get the answer right first time you
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will get more marks than for a correct answer the second or third time. Therefore, please
be aware that for the two badge quizzes it is possible to get all the questions right but not
score 50% and be eligible for the badge on that attempt. If one of your answers is
incorrect you will often receive helpful feedback and suggestions about how to work out
the correct answer.
For the badge quizzes, if you’re not successful in getting 50% the first time, after 24 hours
you can attempt the whole quiz, and come back as many times as you like.
We hope that as many people as possible will gain an Open University badge – so you
should see getting a badge as an opportunity to reflect on what you have learned rather
than as a test.
If you need more guidance on getting a badge and what you can do with it, take a look at
the OpenLearn FAQs. When you gain your badge you will receive an email to notify you
and you will be able to view and manage all your badges in My OpenLearn within 24 hours
of completing the criteria to gain a badge.
Get started with Session 1.
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Don't miss out
If reading this text has inspired you to learn more, you may be interested in joining the
millions of people who discover our free learning resources and qualifications by visiting
The Open University – www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses.
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